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What is a CMS?

for Natural History Collections: 
a software solution that permits museum curators primarily to

§ inventorise the collection objects
§ to know where they are stored
§ document the object’s history of acquisition and identifications
§ manage loans
§ print labels
§ store and manage digital photos
§ facilitate data exchange and provide a public access



History of the CMS used in the Geneva Museum

in the 1990, a few curators 
started to create their own 
CMS solutions, mostly using 
the application Filemaker

some curators had their 
databases designed by 
external enterprises, but 
they also lacked a correct 
underlying data model for 
collection management 
systems



History of the CMS used in the Geneva Museum
... the construction of the 
databases lacked 
professionality;
there was a low degree of 
control, resulting in a low 
quality of the data 
(numerous spelling errors, 
uncontrolled usage of 
geographical and taxono-
mical classifications, use of 
abbreviations and data that 
were only intelligible to the 
one user  ...)



History of the CMS used in the Geneva Museum
so, an internal audit in 2017 concluded that the situation did not meet the 
criteria of a serious collection management.
There were about 14 separate databases that had quite diverged, 
comprising about 500 000 object records.



Specify 6 CMS
SPECIFY 6 is an open source client application that uses a standard
MySQL type database engine. The development of the application is
managed by a consortium in the US. Paying members get help and
can make proposals for developments.

The underlying data model of SPECIFY is exemplary for managing
natural history specimens of biological origin and is presented here
in a simplified way.

https://specifysoftware.org



Specify is a relational database, something our old Filemaker bases 
were only very rudimentary

so based on different, linked table which reduces the redundancy of the 
data

Specify 6 CMS



Collection Object table

Catalog number
Field number
Entry book number

Collector 1

Preparation 1: pinned

Preparation 2: slide

Preparation 3: DNA

Determination 1: 
Coccinella venusta 

Determination 2: 
Coccinella pusilla

Collector 2

Address book
Smith, John
Doe, Joe
Hunter, Jane

taxomic thesaurus

Coccinella venusta 
Coccinella pusilla
Coccinella magnifica



the user  interface (UI) had to be modified extensively, as the default 
one was not suitable for us

example: Invertebrate collection

Structure of the UI reflects the relational database structure

Specify 6 CMS





catalog number

acquisition data (summary)

taxonomic determination
(several possible)

locality data (summary)

host determination

preparations (summary, 
table view)



Specify 6: window for Locality data 



Specify 6: popup window for preparation data



Specify 6: right panel

photos

object data

collection object
citations

remarks (expandable)

DNA data



Specify 6: right panel

DNA data (several
sequences)

Primer & PCR data, 
ABI files etc



The mineral science 
collections (petrography, 

mineralogy, gems, and 
meteorites) needed a 

repurposing of a number 
of  determination fields, 
but otherwise the same 
organization was kept

is a temporary solution

particular: paleo context, 
also used in paleontology,

Chronostratigraphy



Specify 6: popup window for paleocontext
- chronostratigraphy selected from 

thesaurus
- other stratigraphic data 



Specify 6: chronostratigraphy thesaurus



Migrating our legacy data: the process

§ so far about 99% of of 500K records migrated, modified most field 
names, user interfaces, and pick-lists in Specify

§ created labels, loan forms
§ export of data from Filemaker via Excel
§ extensive cleaning and homogenisation needed, but not all could be 

done
§ import in Specify, including all photos
§ more than three years of intensive work was needed for migration 

alone
§ expect to have rest of records migrated within the next two months



§ train the users (time consuming)
§ providing help for users
§ fine tuning and adapting labels, loan forms, and UI

Migrating our legacy data: accessory work 

Migrating our legacy data: to do

§ preparation for upgrade to Specify 7, an Internet browser based 
version

§ creating a dedicated mineral science addition (SwissCollNet)



§ migrating our legacy data was more difficult and much more time 
consuming than anticipated

§ adapting the user interface cannot consider all wishes of the users; 
like any application, Specify has its constraints

§ assistance and help service needed for users should not be 
underestimated

§ high cost should not be underestimated either
§ despite all the difficulties, the data migration was needed and we will 

be in a much better position for future developments

Migrating our legacy data: conclusions


